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A Polarization Diversity Radar Data Processor

1. INTRODUCTION

The development of a polarization diversity capability for the AFGL 10-cm

Doppler weather radar 1 .2 necessitates the design and construction of a new data

processor to compute reflectivity, Doppler parameters, and polarization parameters

in real time. The first phase of radar modification required for implementation of

this capability was begun in 1982, with the long range goals of transmitting either

circularly or linearly polarized signals, with rapid switching between either right

and left circular- or horizontal and vertical polarizations, and coherently receiving

two signals of polarizations identical and orthogonal to that of the transmitted signal.

The first phase involves modification of the antenna and feed system to a dual polari-

zation configuration and the installation of a high power microwave switch. When

this phase is completed, as is planned for FY 1984, the radar will have the capability

of transmitting horizontally and vertically polarized signals, with rapid switching

between the two polarizations, and receiving backscattered signals of polarization

(Received for publication 26 April 1983,

1. Bishop, A. W.. and Armstrong. G. M. (1982) A 10-cm Dual Frequency Doppler
Weather Radar, Part I: The Radar System, AFGL-TR-82-0321 (I).
AD A 125885.

2. Ussailis, J. S. , Leiker, L.A. , Goodman. R. M. , IV. and Metcalf. J. I. (1982)
Analysis of a Polarization Diversity Weather Radar Design. AFGL-TR-82-0234,
AD A 121666.
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, iidentical to that of the transmitted signals. The radar can then be used to measure
3

the differential reflectivity as described by Seliga and Bringi. This quantity,

together with the absolute reflectivity derived from backscattered signals of one

polarization, provides information on the shapes of particles in the backscattering

medium which can be interpreted in terms of thermodynamic phase and, in rain,

drop size. The measurement and interpretation of differential reflectivity has been

discussed extensively in the scientific literature.

The Doppler mean velocity and variance derived from coherently received

backscatter signals yield further information on the backscattering medium and
provide a measure of the air flow patterns in precipitation systems. Taken to-

gether with the absolute and differential reflectivities, the Doppler velocity param-

eters permit the derivation of a comprehensive and detailed description of the pre-

cipitation system.

The concepts and formulations of the data processing are described in the

following section. Section 3 describes the implementation of the algorithms and

includes block diagrams of the processor and its components.

2. SIGNAL PROCESSING REQUIREMENTS

In this section we describe the requirements and procedures for processing

Doppler velocity data, derived from the coherent receiver, and reflectivity data,

derived from the logarithmic receiver. Procedures are described for the two cases

of radar operation with and without polarization switching. Of particular concern

for both reflectivity and Doppler velocity computations are the effects of polariza-

tion switching on the accuracy and possible bias of the computed quantities. Hence,

we discuss several problems inherent in operation with switched polarization and

describe the ways in which these problems are solved or circumvented in the pro-

cessor design and radar operation.

2.1 Doppler Veloity Parameters

The Doppler mean velocity and variance are to be computed by means of pulse

pair autocovariance techniques. In particular, the mean velocity v is to be calculated

from the autocovariance at one and two pulse lage using the technique due to Rummier 4

3. Seliga, T.A., and Bringi, V. N. (1976) Potential use of radar differential
reflectivity measurements at orthogonal polarizations for measuring
precipitation, J. Appl. Meteor. 15:69-76.

4. Rummier, W. D. (1968) Introduction of a New Estimator for Velocity Spectral
Parameters, Tech. Memo. MAIM-68-4121-5, Bell Telephone Laboratories,
Whippany, New Jersey.

6
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v--• arg[R('r)J 0)

and the technique suggested by Strauch et al.

SX . 1 [(1/2) arg [R(2Tr)] + n7r] (2)

where the value of the correction index n is determined by the arguments of R(T)

and R(27) as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Value of Correction Index for Use With
Autocovariance at Two-pulse Lag. Value is
determined by the quadrants of the arguments of
R(T ) and R(2r . Brackets denote conditions for
which derived velocity is negative

arg [R(ZT f]

arg [R(Tr] (-7, - n/2) (-7T/2, 0) (0, 77/2) (fl/2, ;T)

(-u. -7T/2) [01 1 l-1] l-1]

(-7T/2, 0) (0] [0] 0 1-11

(0, 77/2) 1 101 0 0

(r/2, 77) 1 1 -) 0

Several approaches exist for the estimation of Doppler velocity variance. If

the spectrum is Gaussian and the noise level is known, then an exact formula for

the variance is

U2 = A zz n R% -N (3)
81TT R

4where N is the average noise level. The formula developed by Rummier is

= A 1 - (I + SNRI) (4)

5. Strauch, R. G., Kropfli, R. A., Sweezy, W. B., Moninger. W. R., and
Lee, R. W. (1978) Improved Doppler velocity estimates by the poly-pulse-
pair method. Preprints, 18th Conf. Radar Meteor. , Amer. Meteor. Soc. ,
Boston: pp. 316-380.
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where SNR is the signal-to-noise ratio. The noise correction can be omitted in

either of the above formulae if the signal-to-noise ratio is high. A preferred

alternative is the formula proposed by Srivastava et al. 6

(Tv  = A In ,

v 24T 2T IT7

which does not require real-time estimation of the signal-to-noise ratio. The

formula is also exact for Gaussian spectra. Other estimation procedures yield

better results if the Doppler spectrum is significantly non-Gaussian. These are

all based on the computation of the autocovariance of the received signal at several

time lags. Hence, although we do not contemplate implementing these procedures.

we note that they can be easily added as options in the future, since the present

processor design includes the real-time computation of autocovariance at zero,

one, and two-pulse lags.

The key problem in the processor design is therefore to implement optimum

estimators of the autocovariance function, that is, estimators that are unbiased in

both magnitude and phase. The autocovariance at zero time lag will be a sum of

two categories of terms, corresponding to horizontal and vertical transmitted

polarization, respectively. For complex amplitudes AH(2n) and AV(2n + 1) at

horizontal (1) and vertical (V) polarizations and successive times designated by

2n and 2n + 1, we have

N N-l .-- I

(O) = AH( 2 ))AH( 2 ) A A
-- n=0 V(2n+ 1) V(2n+

(6)

= 1/2 RH (O)+ v(0)I

where A HH(O) and ftVV(O) are the estimates one would derive separately from sig-

nals of horizontal and vertical polarization, respectively. The expected values of

these estimators are the average received powers for the two polarizations, namely

6. Srivastava, R. C., Jameson, A. R., and Hildebrand, P. H. (1979) Time-domain
computation of mean and variance of Doppler spectra. J. Appl. Meteor.
A-:189- 194.

7. Passarelli, R. E., Jr.. and Siggia. A. D. (1983) The autocorrelation function
and Doppler spectral moments: Geometric and asymptotic interpretations.
J. Clim. Appl. Meteor. Z& accepted for publication

8
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ElRHH(0)] H

(7)

E[ AVV0) =(1 •

For further analysis of the autocovariance estimators one can normalize the signal

amplitudes by their root-mean-square values, (T)/2 and (17 /2 The bias of

fi(O) relative to the estimate obtained from a radar operating with fixed polarization.

for example, horizontal, is determined by the ratio of received power between the

two polarizations, that is, the differential reflectivity. Thus:

E[ (0)] = (1/2) [ rIIH (0)] + [I HVV(0)]
+ E- i (0)])

(1/2) E[+ .(0) 1I+_E (0))

= (1/2) (1 +'F X TI I)E -HH(O)] . (8)

Computation of the autocovariance at non-zero time lags requires evaluation of

four categories of signal pulse pairs: (1) those having common horizontal polariza-

tion of the two transmitted pulses, (2) those having common vertical polarization,

(3) those in which the first pulse is horizontally polarized and the second vertically

polarized, and (4) those in which the first pulse is vertically polarized and the

second horizontally polarized. We can then analyze the most general case in which

any number of pulses may be transmitted during the polarization switching interval.

For analysis of the autocovariance, we represent phase of the received signals

explicitly, in terms of phase due to scattering and phase due to signal propagation

through the radar and the atmosphere. Because the transmitted signals of ortho-

gonal polarization follow different paths in the radar and because precipitation is

typically an anisotropic propagation medium, there is a nearly constant differential

phase shift (in a given measurement scenario) between received signals corres-

ponding to orthogonally polarized transmissions. Thus we have for horizontal

polarization

ii + 01t)

A = A HI e (9)

and for vertical polarization

AV JAVI ei(O s(T) + IPV)  (0

A V  v e (10

.!9



where s (T) is the phase due to scattering (assumed to be independent of polariza-
tion) and OH and 0V are phases due to propagation in the radar and in the atmosphere

at horizonta. and vertical polarization, respectively. The four categories of terms

available for the autocovariance estimator A(T ) are represented by

JA(O)AvT) H(O)l IA (7)1 e(1 ( 0 )  )S(T

(0A r= e(12)

AH(T)AV-7 ) = tAH(0)l IAvAT I (13)40[ (0) - (Ps (T)) -0 )

A (O)AH( ) - IAv(O)l IAH (T )I e (14)

We assume that the phase difference 0 s(0) - 0 s(T) =AQ(T) is a random variable

independent of polarization and independent of time. The sums of the four cate-

gories of pulse pairs correspond to autocovariance estimators ^HH(T ), RVV(T),

R HV(T), and R\.t(T ). By scaling the amplitudes as described above we can ex-

press the expected values of three of these estimators in terms of the expected

value of HRt (:

EI ii V TV = (F V'/PT ) I IiH(T )] (15)

12 i(o - o VEl Ift\.(T )] T \.1.' 2 LI) E I i " )] e (16)

-- i(') -~ o.

E[H\.[[([ RV = V /r l 1  El 'IIII( )] e (17)

An analogous derivation can be developed for the computation of H(2" ). From the

results above, we cazn develop three estimators of [(7 ). Using equal numbers of
pairs of common horizontal and vertical polarization we have

Il(T (1 '2)1 it fll (T R vv. )] . (18)

The expected value of this estimator

El I (7)1 (1 /2) 1 /TP11 ] El - (19)

10



is unbiased in phase but is biased in magnitude by a function of the differential

reflectivity. A second estimator involves pairs of the dissimilar polarizations.

in equal numbers of those with horizontal first and those with vertical first:

2 T) = (l/ 2 )IHG(r)+ AVH (T)] • (20)

The expected value of this estimator

EJI2T ] ( /]T)1/2 EI lIil T )] cos(0 H - 0.) (21)

is again unbiased in phase but is biased in magnitude by the square root of the power

ratio and by the cosine of the differential phase shift. The differential phase shift

in the system can be minimized by careful design. However, the differential phase

shift in the atmosphere increases monotonically with range, and at long range

through heavy precipitation it can approach 900, at which point the expected value

of R 2(7 ) is zero. This estimator could be used for mean velocity estimation, by

Eq. (1), but would yield highly biased variance estimates. A third estimator can be

developed by recognizing that

r I H1 IT ] '1 /  i( H -
)I  l(r)

/ = e H(22)

[LI H\ 1CT 11/

v use the ratio Rf (T If )J as an estimator of the phase factor

expli(01 1 - QV) ] and define the estimator as

(T 1/2 (2T 1/2
i.3(lT H /2) iiH (T + RvI(r)

'-llV 1(T ) R VH(T () 23)

This estimator would be unbiased only if its expected value were equal to the product

of the expected values of [Ii (T nd [] ( 2 that is, if (T and

I? %t( " ) were uncorrelated. Typically, however, these estimates are highly corre-

lated, especially if they are derived from the same sample time series. In general,

for correlated random variables x and y we have

E(xy) = E(x)E(y) + Cov (Xy) (24)

, II



and

Cov(x,y) = p(xy) [Var(x) Var(Y] 112  (25)

where Coy is the covariance, j the autocorrelation, and Var tile variance. In the

whreCy sth ovrine,~ te 1/2 1
present case, p Z 1 so that if x= iIjt\ (T1] and v = \I]2

E( 3 r )] ~ E[[RHV(T )] 1/2  V 1(T  1/2

[VarI(RHV(T)/ 2 VarI01VHl(T))l/ 2 ]l/ 2 26)

We have not fully analyzed the statistical properties of this estimator. The vari-

ances are approximately inversely proportional to the number of pulse pairs in the

estimators RH\,(T ) and \.H(T ), and can therefore be reduced by extending the

length of the signal sample. In practice, the available length of the sample is

limited by constraints on scanning time and spatial resolution. Hence, it is not

certain that the variances can be made negligibly small or even "acceptably" small.

In summary, we find that reliable estimation of autocovariance can be accom-

plished only by averaging the products of signals having common polarization. The

bias factor (1 + ]T /rIf ), which arises from the collective summation of pairs of

horizontally polarized signals and pairs of vertically polarized signals does not

affect the ratio of autocovariances at different time lags, as used in Eq. (5).

The problems inherent in the use of summations of products of signals of

opposite polarizations can be alleviated in our system, as the Doppler processing

and reflectivity processing are done with signals transmitted on different carrier

frequencies which can be pulsed at different rates. Specifically, the carrier fre-

quency for the coherent receiver can be pulsed at 1, 2, 3, or 4 times the pulse

repetition rate of the carrier frequency for the logarithmic receiver. This feature

was included in the original radar design for the purpose of resolving range and

velocity ambiguities. l If the multiples 3 or 4 are used, then sums of products of

signals of common polarization can be accumulated to estimate the autocovariance

at 1 and 2 pulse time lags. Thus we will implement the estimators

H 1 (1)z (1/ 2 )(A HH(,r) AV.(7-) (27)

and

RI(2T) =(1/ 2 ) II1H( 2T) + I\.V 2
'r)] . (28)

12
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The switching of transmitted polarization will signal the processor to delete from

the summation those pa;rs of pulses spanning the change of polarization. Table 2

shows the percentage ot all pairs that are usable for the autocovariance calculation,

that is, that have common polarization of pulses. The processor will have the

inherent capability of operating with signals of fixed polarization, since in this case

all pulse pairs will be accepted.

The formulations above are based on the assumption that there are no echoes

detected in the coherent receiver which are aliased in range. In practice, since

the Doppler carrier frequency may be pulsed at approximately 1300 Hz with a

corresponding unambiguous range of 115 km. this assumption will not generally be

valid for low olevation angles. The situation is further complicated in that these

range-aliased echoes may have polarization opposite to that of the radar antenna

and thus be detected at a much lower power level, as determined by the polariza-

tion isolation of the antenna. Procedures for circumventing this problem are dis-

cussed in Section 4.

Table 2. Percentage of Pulse Pairs Usable for Autocovariance
Calculation

(Switch interval) - Autocovariance

(Doppler Pulse Rep. Time)

R(0) R(T) R(2r) R(3T)

1 100% 0% 100% 0%

2 100% 50% 0% 50%

3 100% 67% 33% 0%

4 100% 75% 50% 25%

2.2 Absolute and Differential Reflectivity

Reflectivity is customarily derived by averaging the sampled output of a log-

arithmic receiver, in order to achieve the widest possible dynamic range. The

*J resulting average is approximately 2. 5 dB lower than would be obtained if the power,

that is, the squared signal amplitude, were averaged. For operations with fixed

polarization, this procedure is adequate to yield reflectivity estimates with 90%

confidence limits within t I dB for typical averaging times.

13
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A study of the statistics of differential reflectivity estimators by Bringi et al8

showed that the estimates were consistently more accurate if the power, rather

than its logarithm, is averaged. Examples of their computations are shown in

Figure 1. The accuracy of the estimates of differential reflectivity depends on both

the number of samples and the cross-correlation between signal samples of opposite

polarizations. If successive pulses are transmitted with orthogonal polarizations

then the cross-correlation is approximately equal to the autocorrelation of the re-

ceived signals at one-pulse lag. The cross-correlation between successive signals

:)f horizontal and vertical polarization is defined by

p~r) IE(A A* )IIH [ 2) H V (29)[E(jAH1 ) E(JAv 211

H' V
where A H and A% are amplitudes of successive received signals of horizontal and
vertical polarization. In terms of autocovariance functions it can be written as

1) (T) FI/ (30)
[R fill()HV V (0)1 2

where the autocovariance function RHV (T) implies the summation of products of

signals of opposite polarization for which the horizontally polarized signal is first,

and Rfill(O) and R %, % (0) are the autocovariance functions computed for signals of

horizontal and vertical polarizations, respectively. One must use the partial sum
of pulse pairs implied in RlV(7) to avoid the bias in expected value resulting from

differential phase shifts in the radar and in the atmospheric propagation medium.
The differential reflectivity is obtained most accurately from successive signal

samples with opposite polarization. The receiver outputs will be converted to actual

power, corrected for noise, and accumulated in two registers corresponding to the
two transmitted polarizations. At the end of each averaging interval, the contents

of one register are used to determine the absolute reflectivity (at horizontal polari-

zation), and the estimate of differential reflectivity in decibels is computed from

the logarithm of the ratio of the two sums. The cross-correlation of the signal

samples is to be estimated from the Doppler velocity variance, computed from the

coherent receiver output.

8. Bringi, V. N., Seliga. T. A., and Cherry, S. M. (1983) Statistical properties of
the dual-polarization differential reflectivity (ZDR) radar signal.
IEEE Trans. Geoscience and Remote Sensing, GE-21:215-220.

14
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3. SIGNAL PROCESSOR DESCRIPTION

In this section we describe the signal processing hardware and the computation

of the algorithms discussed in the previous section. Current technology to be in-

corporated into the new processor makes it possible to reduce the overall size of
the processor and increase its computational abilities, in comparison to the present

data processor.

Figure 2 is a functional block diagram of the complete system showing the

velocity and reflectivity channels. The velocity channel consists of a quadrature

15
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receiver with automatic gain control (AGC), two 8-bit A/D converters, two ground

clutter filters, two integrators for averaging the pulse pairs from one and two-pulse

time lags. two mean velocity calculators, and a variance calculator using the

Srivastava algorithm as described in Section 2.

t It (T ) €ltossOI

A-- f¢IN odIo i
SI I

%,Fgue.c dg ra d-ataprce iing t

c l u t o of I Is Lf a D RC
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-- NO "'" h. I' oIt.r" l

d r a f i au r Teory h12) io
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F, a to t i~ i.li ..... Sc l Auto roe Pf

IR ZD

:J Figure 2. Block diagram of the radar data processor illustrating the

calculations of R(Tr), R(2"r), Z. and Z DR

The reflectivity channel employs a logarithmic receiver, signal conditioner

and 10-bit A/D converter, two separate integrator channels for averaging the re-

turns from the two polarizations, namely. horizontal (H) and vertical (V), and a

differential reflectivity calculatogr (Z DR ). The horizontal channel is to be used for

absolute reflectivity measurements. We added the range correction and range

integrator to reduce the number of range cells for archiving and display purposes.

16
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3.1 Autocovariance Calculator

Figure 3 is a more detailed diagram of the autocovariance calculator. For

simplicity only the single-lag channel is shown since the two-lag channel is iden-

tical. After the signals are filtered to remove ground clutter the inphase and

quadrature components are multiplied and summed to form the real and imaginary
parts of the autocovariance given by

Rn = Xn X(n+ 1) Yn Y(n+ 1) (31)

In = Xn Y(n+ 1) -X(n + 1 ) Yn (32)

where X is the inphase component, Y the quadrature, the subscript n denotes the

pulse delayed by the interval T, and n + 1 denotes the undelayed pulse. The two
numbers are then averaged by dividing by the number of pulses integrated (N) and

summing them N times in an accumulator as shown in the following equations.
N R

Re[Rlr)1 =(33)
n=1

N I

IMtR(T)l n (34

The accumulator is a 2048 X 25 bit random access memory (RA1M). After accumu-

lating over the integration time the memories are then compared range cell by
range cell to determine the larger of the two words. The larger word is then shifted
in such a manner as to select only the eight most significant bits. The smaller

number is shifted an identical amount to keep their ratio the same. The eight bits

)rovide an angular resolution of 0. 18* in the argument of the autocovariance. The

corresponding velocity resolution is given by

Av= (0. 18°/180°)V . (35)
max

17
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31.2 Average V'elocili Calculator

Figure 4 is a simplified block diagram of the velocity calculator which corn-
p)1tes the argument of the autocovariance on a range cell to range cell basis. The
real and imaginary numbers from the accumulator are stored in the holding loops
and are updated each dump cycle. These holding loops allow for a continuous flow
r data words during the accumulating time, In order to perform the calculations

in the time alloted we multiply the larger number by the reciprocal of the smaller
and take the resultant product to a read only memory (ROM) look up table to obtain
the arc tangent. From Figure 4 it can be seen that any argument from 0 to 180" can'I be calculated unambiguously.

ROM Aas4 

A(45) .O 450

IR I I n I sele ct n~~ ~ A Ton-,n(IIorIRF

Imag Ch 8445*O

Loyiel ROM ae ord
imgnr parts f
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3.3 Doppler Variance Calculator

The Srivastava algorithm for computing the variance of the Doppler spectrum,
given by Eq. (5), requires the absolute value of the autocovariance functions for

both the first and second lag pulse pairs, namely R(T) and R(2T). Since the aut -

covariance function for each time lag consists of two orthogonal vectors, that is,
the real and imaginary parts, we take the square root of the sum of their squares

to compute the magnitude of each autocovariance function. Figure 5 is a simplified
block diagram of the variance calculator. We perform the high speed division by

multiplying the reciprocal of R(2T) as obtained from a ROM. The natural logarithm
of the resulting quotient, also derived from a ROM, is sent to the display and
archiving system. To retain the greatest versatility in the processor we compute

A2

the scaling factor, 24 -- T, by entering the wavelength (T) and the pulse repetition

time (T) into the computer that controls the displays and performs other data

processing functions.

RM RIO) Archive a 8

Digital Display

Log, Analog
ROM Display

Sq. ~ ~ € RotR 1 l Kin I R.1
Figure 5. Details of the Doppler variance calculator
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3.4 Reflectivitv Caculator

Calculation of differential reflectivity, as discussed in Section 2, requires the

measurement of the reflectivity factor (Z) at both horizontal and vertical polariza-

tions. The polarization is switched on a pulse-to-pulse basis and the received

returns are amplified logarithmically to achieve the dynamic range needed for

meteorological signals. The output of the receiver, which is the logarithm of the
instantaneous power, is then converted to a 10 bit binary number. A one bit change

is approximately equal to a 0. 1 dB change in power.

Following the recommendation of Bringi et al we convert the logarithmic

output to power by means of a look-up table in the form of a ROM. Floating point

notation is used because the range of numbers is far too great to handle by straight

binary representation.

Figure 6 is a block diagram of the reflectivity processor. After the conversion

to power the returns are separated into two channels, one for horizontal and the
other for vertical polarization. An average is calculated in each channel for a
number of pulses which is selectable from 2 to 1024 in increments of powers of 2.

The averaged returns are then stored in holding loops to provide a continuous output
during the averaging time. After the holding loops the average power in each channel

is converted back to its logarithm by a ROM. The vertical channel contains a cor-
rection factor for calibration differences between the two polarizations, and the

differential reflectivity in decibel notation is calculated by taking the difference of

the two channels.

The horizontal channel is chosen for computing absolute reflectivity. We cor-
rect low signal-to-noise ratios by subtracting from the signal an appropriate number

from a look-up table which is based on the ratio of the average signal to average

noise. This correction allows for reflectivity values to be calculated down to numbers
one bit above average noise. After noise correction, the numbers are corrected for

range by adding a correction which is based on the range cell number and obtained

from a ROM. Adjacent range cells can be averaged to reduce the number of range
samples for archiving purposes and to provide more independent samples in the
averages. The output is sent to the archiving and display systems for storage and

real time display.
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• ' , .5 Tiniing Generator

Figure 7 shows a simplified block diagram of the timing generator. The

reflectivity channel timing generator and the velocity dump generator logic are

shown for simplicity. Upon receipt of a reflectivity trigger either a 2 MHz clock

from the ground clutter canceller (CXi) or the on-board delay line clock generator

is divided to produce either a 1 or 2 lisec pulse train. The delay line clock genera-

tor is used when the canceller is not in use. This pulse train is then separated and

delayed to produce the various timing clocks needed for memory and processor
operation. A modulo 12 memory address counter allows for the storage of the
:3066 range cells needed for the 460-km reflectivity coverage. With the use of

random access memory in the processor the range cells now span the entire pulse

repetition interval regardless of its value.

In order to eliminate pulse pair products involving oppositely polarized pulses,

the velocity control logic was devised. Figure 8 shows the timing diagram for this

logic for both the one and two lag case with a 4 to 1 ratio of velocity to reflectivity

PHi. The shaded area denotes the time for processing. At all other times the

output of the complex multiplier is set to zero and its output is not accumulated.

Only the processed triggers are counted to determine the integration time of the

processor. The number of pulses integrated is accomplished by selecting the

proper output for the counter. It is selectable from 2 to 1024 in intervals of powers

o f 2.

,$. OPERATIONAl. PROCEI)U RES AND PARAMETERS

Outputs of the data processor will be displayed and archived by a computer

controlled data system. We anticipate that the absolute reflectivity, differen-

tial reflectivity, Doppler mean velocity, and Doppler variance will be routinely

available for display in plan position or range-height coordinates. Derived

parameters such as number concentration and drop size, rainfall rate, wind
gradiet,*s. and turbulence intensity will be calculated by the computer.

Operalional parameters for the radar will include the pulse repetition frequency

(PHI ') of each. of the two transmitters and the polarization switching frequency. It

is expected that the polarization will be switched at the PRF of the transmitted

signal used for reflectivity measurement and that the PRF of the transmitted signal

used for Doppler velocity measurement will be 3 or 4 times higher, as discussed in

Section 2. Switch-selectable parameters for the data processor include the number

of pulses to be averaged in time and in range for the computation of reflectivity, the

number of pulses to be averaged for input to the automatic gain control, and the
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number .f pulse pairs to be averaged for the autocovariance estimates. The radar

wavelength and PRF of the Doppler carrier frequency will be input through the com-

puter for use in scaling the velocity and variance displays, and the peak power of

the transmitted signal used for reflectivity measurement will be input for the calcu-

lation of reflectivity. All these parameters will be archived, along with the primary

data processor outputs and ancillary information such as date, time, and location.

The ranges and increments of the control parameters are shown in Table 3.

I

H V H

Reflectivity channel trigger
V I h I t II I I

One-pulse lag control

Two-pulse lag control

Figure 8. Timing diagram for the computation of
differential reflectivity and autocovariance for the
case in which the Doppler carrier PRF is four
times the reflectivity carrier PRF. The control
signals (third and fourth lines) are used to suppress
the complex multiplier outputs that correspond to
pairs of pulses with opposite polarizations

Table 3. Data Processor Characteristics

Feature Specification

Range Cells

Number Dependent on the pulse repetition time.

Spacing 1 or 2 jlsec, selectable

Doppler Channel:
Integration Type Rectangular
Pulses Integrated 2 n, n selectable ) to 10

n
Range Cells Integrated Moving average of 2 , n selectable 0 to 3

Reflectivity Channel:
Integration Type Rectangular
Pulses Integrated 2 n, n selectable 1 to 10

n
Range Cells Integrated Moving average of 2 , n selectable 0 to 3

AGC Channel:
Integration Type Exponential

Pulses Integrated 2 n, n selectable 0 to 10

Recording:
Magnetic Tape Analog, 14 track, serial format

Video Display:
Type Real-time, programmable, color
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Several procedures may be used to circumvent the problem of range-aliased

echoes which may be present in the Doppler channel. Each of these involves a

trade-off of sampling time, time resolution of the averaged data, or numerical

accuracy. If the PRF of the Doppler carrier frequency is decreased then the

increased unambiguous range will encompass all echoes, but the maximum unambig-

uous Doppler velocity will be decreased. Furthermore, the increased time interval

between pluses of the reflectivitv carrier frequencv will yield a decreased cross-

correlation between successive samples )f reflectivitv at orthogonal polarizations,

leading to reduced accuracy of the differential reflectivity. A second procedure
is to operate sequentially with fixed and switched polarization, obtaining reflectivitv

and )oppler velocity measurements from the signals of fixed polarization and oh-

taining absolute and differential reflectivitv from the signals transmitted with al-

ternating polarization. This procedure would necessitate double scanning at low

elevation angles and thus increase the time between successive observations of any

given region of space. A third alternative is to transmit nmore than four pulses of

the Doppler carrier frequency at each polarization setting. If the returned signal

is sampled beginning with the third pulse repetition interval, then aliased echoes
of the unwanted polarization will tiot be present. Although this procedure permits

the high unambiguous velocity interval to be maintained, the numerical accuracy

o)f the differential reflectivitv will be degraded because of the longer time between

the sampling of orthogonal polarizations.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have developed a design for a data processor capable of computing absolute

reflectivitv, differential reflectivitv, )oppler mean velocitv, and )oppler variance

from received signals in a radar system transmitting pulses of alternating horizontal

and vertical polarization. The velocity parameters are to be derived from estimates
of the signal autocovariance function computed by summing the complex products of

signal amplitudes at zero, one, and two-pulse time lags. The key design factor here

is the need to delete from the summation the products of signals transmitted
with different polarization. This need arises from the effects of differential phase

shift between the two polarizations in propagation. The reflectivity processor uses

floating-point computational hardware to average the received power, rather than its

logarithm. This design feature permits the most accurate computation of the differ-

ential reflectivity. The processor will be used with a computer-controlled display

and archiving system to produce real-time displays of the primary processor

outputs and derived meteorological quantities.
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